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SUMMARY
Sudden death in persons with intracranial neoplasms is a rare mechanism of death detected in the forensic autopsies. 10 years-old girl
was brought to a local clinic death shortly after analgesic therapy for headache. Autopsy findings showed a large, solid cerebellar
mass. Histological diagnosis was pilomyxoid astrocytoma, low-grade tumor with features alike to pilocytic astrocytomas. In this case re-
port we present and discuss rare autopsy case of pilomyxoid astrocytoma from medicolegal point of view.
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Náhlé úmrtí pfii vzácném mozkovém nádoru: Pfiípad z pitvy

SOUHRN
Náhlé úmrtí osob s nitrolebním nádorem je pfii soudnûlékafisk˘ch pitvách málo ãastou pfiíãinou smrti. 10-leté dûvãe bylo pfievezeno na
místní kliniku mrtvé, krátce po analgetické léãbû  pro bolesti hlavy. Pitevní nález prokázal rozsáhlou, solidní mozeãkovou tkáÀ. Histolo-
gická diagnosa znûla:  pilomyxoidní astrocytom, nízk˘ stupeÀ nádoru s rysy podobn˘mi piloidnímu astrocytomu.
V tomto sdûlení je prezentován a diskutován fiídk˘ pitevní nález pilomyxoidního astrocytomu ze soudnûlékafiského hlediska.
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Sudden death in a case with a brain neoplasm is rarely repor-
ted in medico legal literature (1). Pilomyxoid astrocytomas, newly
described neoplasms, were identified as low-grade tumors with sa-
me features like pilocytic astrocytomas (2–7). But according recent
reports, pilomyxoid astrocytomas had some different histological
features and aggressive manner (4,8).

CASE REPORT

According to the document of death a 10 years-old girl was brought
to the local clinic death after several week therapies for headache. The
cause of death was unknown and forensic autopsy was mandated
by prosecutor after investigation. A forensic autopsy was performed
in Council of Forensic Medicine Bursa Morgue department. The fa-
mily members stated that she had been medically evaluated in pub-
lic hospital for the headache that has started two weeks ago, and it

was administrated analgesic therapy. The victim body was 128 cm
in height and 35 kg in weight. No traumatic marks were detected
either on external or internal examination. During autopsy, brain dis-
section findings showed a large, solid, with myxoid cut surface enhan-
cing 4,5x4 cm tumor mass involving cerebellum, with extension to
hemispheres, the fourth ventricle and also invading the brain stem. The
histological examination of the cerebellar mass.was performed. On
microscopic evaluation of the tumor histological diagnosis was as
a low-grade glioma consistent with pilomyxoid astrocytoma; mono-
morphous cytologic appearance, myxoid matrix and angiocentric cell
arrangement were detected. Immunohistochemically, pilomyxoid ast-
rocytoma was diffusely positive for GFAP and vimentin, but negative
for chromogranin and synaptophysin. Macroscopic and microscopic
examination of the internal organs was unremarkable, only lungs re-
vealed edema. Investigation of the blood, urine, and organ specimens
revealed none of the substances screened in systematic toxicological
analysis. After autopsy the death was reported due to brain tumor
invading the brain stem.

DISCUSSION

Sudden death incidence due to a brain tumor was reported in
ranges from 0.16 to 3.2 %, with predominance of gliomas in the
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review paper of Büttner et al (1). Pilomyxoid astrocytoma was desc-
ribed recently (2) as a glial neoplasm composed of piloid tumour
cells lying within a rich myxoid background and tumor cells often
show a significant angiocentric arrangement. The tumour was new-
ly determined as a low-grade glioma and was reported as a type
of pilocytic astrocytoma. (2–4). Pilomyxoid astrocytoma is a tumor
of early childhood, but has been reported in older children like
our case, who was 10 years-old girl. Physical signs and symptoms
of tumor were related to mass effect. Major clinical signs in the ear-
ly childhood are developmental delay and vomiting. In older child-
ren as presented in our case, headaches, nausea and disorienta-
tion were reported as the most frequent clinical manifestations (4).
On radiologic investigation tumor was reported to appear as a pro-
perly well demarked mass in the hypothalamic region, with most
distinctive imaging features as solid appearance and homogenous
contrast-enhancement (5,6). The hypothalamic region was the most
typical localization reported, but tumor we detected was located on
cerebellum. The most important pathologic features of pilomyxoid
astrocytoma include a monomorphous cytological character, my-
xoid matrix and angiocentric cell arrangement. Because most of
these features can be detected, at least focally, in typical pilocytic
astrocytoma, current pathologic practice prevents the diagnosis of
pilomyxoid astrocytoma to those tumors that exhibit the characte-
ristics in a non-uniform pattern (4,7,8). Histological appearance
of pilomyxoid astrocytoma is a hypercellular and strikingly mono-
morphous neoplasm, composed by monomorphous bipolar cells
in contrast to the often biphasic appearance that is characteristic of
ordinary pilocytic astrocytoma. Pilomyxoid astrocytoma typically
lacks Rosenthal bers and only exceptionally displays eosinophilic
granular bodies. Mitotic gures may be seen but are not abundant.

Immunohistochemically, pilomyxoid astrocytoma stains diffusely for
GFAP and vimentin, but is negative for neuronal markers such as
chromogranin and synaptophysin. (4,7). Some researches suppor-
ted that the pilomyxoid astrocytoma histology was related with ag-
gressive clinical behavior than pilocytic astrocytoma (3,4,7). Alt-
hough most studies of pilomyxoid astrocytoma note the resemblan-
ce to pilocytic astrocytoma and suggest an astrocytic origin, on
the other hand some others have declared ependymal origin (8).
Sudden death due to undiagnosed primary intracranial tumors is
rarely reported in forensic autopsy practice (1,9). The mechanism
of death in the reported cases were tumor obstruction of cerebros-
pinal fluid outflow resulting in the usual complications as herniati-
on phenomenon seen with increased intracranial pressure (9), be-
sides Büttner et al also mentioned sudden hemorrhage into the tu-
moral mass (1). But in our case there were no specific signs of inc-
reased intracranial pressure, or tumor hemorrhage. We suggest
that the possible mechanism of sudden death was associated with
this slow-growing, aggressive neoplasm was tumor’s location it-
self. Tumor was directly invading the brain stem, where were loca-
ted the vital centers, leading to cardiopulmonary depression. In
the literature review, the acceptance of pilomyxoid astrocytoma as
a unique  tumor  entity  is  still  unclear  and  without  conclusion
(2,3,4,7,8), but pilomyxoid astrocytoma, previously described in
the pilocytic astrocytoma group, had different histological and cli-
nical features, and these properties indicated the requirmet of pi-
lomyxoid astrocytoma’s registration as a different tumor type. In this
paper we presented and discussed rare autopsy case of pilomy-
xoid astrocytoma, we aimed to provide information for clarificati-
on the properties of this interesting pediatric tumor, also to expose
the cause of sudden death from medico legal point of view.
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Fig 1. Macroscoppic apperance of the tumor Fig 2. Myxoid matrix and angiocentric cell arrangement (H&E, x100)
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